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Abstract

Digitalization has tremendously challenged how international opportunities are
created and captured. Inspired by researches in the field of both entrepreneurship
and international business, this study provides a comprehensive framework
toward the impact of digital technologies (DTs) on opportunity pursuit in foreign
markets. We identify two perspectives of DTs, i.e., DTs as ‘driving force’ and
DTs as ‘disrupting force,’ which characterize DTs as a catalyst of experiential
knowledge acquisition, and as a factor altering the relative significance of
experiential knowledge to opportunity pursuit, respectively. By bridging these
two perspectives with the notion of market-specific knowledge and general
knowledge within internationalization process theory, some arguments with
regard to what specific influences DTs play on international opportunity pursuit
are further introduced. We hope this study can potentially offer some nuances to
both practitioners as well as the research in the interaction of digitalization and
international opportunity.

1 The Relevance of Digitalization to International
Opportunity Pursuit

It is undeniable that an increasing number of firms pursue international opportu-
nities in an era of digitalization. In China, for instance, some leading Internet
companies such as Alibaba and Tencent make a profit in the global market.
Meanwhile, thousands of manufacturing firms are also dependent upon emerging
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technologies to reach their customers outside the domestic country. Indeed, digi-
talization has challenged the traditional way of entrepreneurial opportunity pursuit.
With the help of new technologies, firms can better access to online communities,
incubators, and accelerators (Glavas et al. 2019), connect with foreign experts
(Sigfusson and Chetty 2013), involve in international activities without abundant
investments (Coviello et al. 2017), and so forth. In essence, thanks to this trend,
international opportunities are becoming more available for the firm than the past.

However, as international business scholars have repeatedly underscored,
practitioners should consider the unique characteristics of foreign markets while
conducting cross-border activities. Despite profound effects made by emerging
technologies, some differences between the home country and host countries still
exist. Cultural distance between each economy cannot be ignored, and protec-
tionism in trade and finance has been strong in recent years. So, how international
opportunities could be created and captured in a digitally enabled world? In this
article, we aim at offering a conceptual framework by drawing on the research in
entrepreneurship, international business, and digitalization to understand this
important issue.

2 Background

In order to systematically examine the impact of digitalization on international
opportunity pursuit, we first review some associated arguments in literature of both
entrepreneurship and international business.1

Opportunity is a central concept for international entrepreneurship research in
particular (Reuber et al. 2018; Oviatt and McDougall 2005) and for entrepreneur-
ship research in general (Shane and Venkataraman 2000; Kirzner 1997). Following
Eckhardt and Shane (2003: 336), entrepreneurial opportunities can be defined as
‘situations in which new goods, services, raw materials, markets and organizing
methods can be introduced through the formation of new means, ends, or
means-ends relationships.’ As such, cross-border opportunities are assumed to
objectively exist, and necessary knowledge is needed to pursue them (Foss et al.
2013; Shane 2000). Though indispensable role of opportunities has been under-
scored, some scholars were skeptical about studying entrepreneurial activities
exclusively based on the notion of opportunity (e.g., Davidsson 2015; Alvarez and
Barney 2014). Empirical researches indicated that entrepreneurial opportunities
cannot be automatically translated into superior performance (Wu et al. 2019;
Hmieleski and Baron 2008). To interpret the results, we should be aware that Shane
and Venkataraman (2000) have already insightfully proposed that there are

1We argue that to examine these two streams of literature is reasonable. It should be noted that,
while the concept of ‘opportunity’ is central for international entrepreneurship (Oviatt and
McDougall 2005; Mainela et al. 2014), international entrepreneurship was regarded to be the
intersection of IB and entrepreneurship (McDougall and Oviatt 2000). Further, the analysis of
‘opportunity’ is a common theme for these two research areas (Reuber et al. 2018).
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opportunity costs to take advantage of an entrepreneurial opportunity. Opportunities
are always intertwined with the environment where pursued (Young et al. 2018).
Therefore, it is of vital importance to jointly consider opportunities and the context
where opportunities are created and captured.

To pursue opportunities in the global context, firms are supposed to decide on
where, when, and how to create and capture them (Knight and Liesch 2016). To
answer these important but related questions, internationalization process (IP) the-
ory (Johanson and Vahlne 1977) provides us a useful guideline on which the
current analysis could potentially rely. Inspired by a series of case studies primarily
conducted by researchers of Uppsala University in 1970s, IP theory has become one
of the prominent perspectives in mainstream international business literature.2 As IP
theory maintains, firms expand abroad in an incremental way because they should
accumulate enough experiential knowledge so as to mitigate perceived risks that
prevents them from effectively creating and capturing opportunities in foreign
markets (Johanson and Vahlne 1977).

In specific, Eriksson et al. (1997) divided international business knowledge into
three conceptually distinctive forms, i.e., foreign business knowledge, foreign
institutional knowledge, and internationalization knowledge. The first two types of
experiential knowledge, highlighting market-related knowledge (i.e., knowledge
about customers, suppliers, and competitors) and non-market-related knowledge
(i.e., knowledge about rules, norms, government policy and regulations), respec-
tively, were termed as market-specific, whereas internationalization knowledge,
termed as general knowledge, is associated with organizational structures for
international operations, and thus characterized as those universal and versatile
across different markets. The explanation for different types of knowledge is
summarized in Table 1. The accumulation of either type of knowledge can be
potentially beneficial for lowering perceived risks in foreign markets (Fletcher and
Harris 2012; Hilmersson and Jansson 2012; Zhou 2007; Blomstermo et al. 2004),
and thus encourage the firm to create and capture opportunities in the market.

Although IP theory was originally developed to study the internationalization
pathway of well-established firms, subsequent researches have observed IP theory
is also applied to new ventures (Lopez et al. 2009; Hashai 2011). In theory, new
ventures are faced with great difficulties to pursue international opportunities, as
they have relatively little experiential knowledge and should invest existing
resources to create routines adapting to businesses in foreign markets (Sapienza
et al. 2006). As such, their activities are largely constrained by insufficient
knowledge introduced by IP theory as well. Therefore, it is theoretically and
practically meaningful to investigate how cross-border opportunities can be pursued
in a digitally enabled world by focusing on elements of IP theory.

2Some evidence can support this argument. Johanson and Vahlne (1977), as the founding article
for IP theory, have been on the list of ‘Most cited articles’ of Journal of International Business
Studies (JIBS) (https://www.palgrave.com/gp/journal/41267/volumes-issues/most-cited-articles).
As of Dec 13, 2019, this article has been cited for 14,099 times based on Google Scholar.
Furthermore, Johanson and Vahlne (2009), as a revised version of the IP theory, have been
awarded JIBS decade award in 2019.
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3 Conceptual Model: The Influence of Digital
Technologies to International Opportunity Pursuit

According to Tilson et al. (2010: 749), digitalization refers to ‘a sociotechnical
process of applying digitizing techniques to broader social and institutional contexts
that render digital technologies infrastructural.’ Building on this notion, the
understanding of international opportunity pursuit in a digitally enabled world can
be enriched by an exploration of how digital technologies (DTs) impact on the way
of pursuit previously characterized (Autio et al. 2018). The concept of DTs has been
broadly defined, and in line with Nambisan (2017), DTs consist of many elements
which could be classified into three groups, i.e., digital artifacts (components and
functions of product or service), digital platform (architectures hosting comple-
mentary offerings), and digital infrastructure (broad digital tools and systems).
These three groups of DTs are intertwined with each other and collectively influ-
ence entrepreneurial activities (Nambisan 2017).

As aforementioned arguments indicate, either market-specific knowledge or gen-
eral knowledge is closely associated with international opportunity pursuit. To
investigate the impact of DTs, we are now interested in how DTs affect the original
relationship. We propose that DTs could be viewed as either one of the two roles,
which were labeled as ‘driving force’ and ‘disrupting force,’ respectively. The
explanation for these two roles is summarized in Table 2. When DTs are viewed as
‘driving force,’ it is assumed to be a facilitator for acquiring market-specific knowl-
edge and general knowledge. DTs are positioned as the antecedents of knowledge
acquisition. In this sense, DTs can be understood as a ‘reformer.’ By contrast, when
DTs are viewed as ‘disrupting force,’we regardDTs as the factor that alters the relative
importance of experiential knowledge to international opportunity creation and cap-
ture. The effect of market-specific knowledge and general knowledge on opportunity
pursuit ismoderated byDTs. In this sense,DT can be paraphrased as a ‘revolutionary.’

To better facilitate the interpretation of two distinctive roles of DTs, we integrate
DTs with the model based on IP theory, which is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is shown
that DTs can be either viewed as the antecedent of the experiential knowledge or as
the contingent effect of the knowledge–opportunity relationship.

Below, we discuss two perspectives of DTs in detail.

Table 1 A brief description of each dimension of experiential knowledge

Knowledge type Definition

Market-specific
knowledge

Foreign business
knowledge

Experiential knowledge about clients, the market,
and competitors

Foreign institutional
knowledge

Experiential knowledge about government,
institutional framework, rules, norms, and values

General
knowledge

Internationalization
knowledge

Experiential knowledge about the firm’s capability
and resources to engage in international operation

Source Adapted from Eriksson et al. (1997)
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3.1 DTs as ‘Driving Force’

The perspective that views DTs as ‘disrupting force’ underlines the way of expe-
riential knowledge accumulation is influenced by these emerging technologies
(Coviello et al. 2017). According to this perspective, both market-specific knowl-
edge and general knowledge could be increasingly accumulated with the help of
technologies. Thus, DTs would be indirectly associated with international oppor-
tunity pursuit, and the relationship is mediated by experiential knowledge. We
discuss how this can happen as follows.

Market-specific knowledge
Enhanced knowledge availability owing to DTs application can directly bring
information about the potential market, allowing them to identify which markets are
attractive for them (Coviello et al. 2017). Generally speaking, accelerated
market-specific knowledge accumulation is gathering an increasing amount of
knowledge about other players. By investigating a group of Indian IT firms, Paul
and Gupta (2014) claimed psychic distance is largely reduced in recent years, as a
consequence of learning from virtual community through online interactions.

Table 2 Two perspectives of DTs

DTs as ‘driving force’ DTs as ‘disrupting force’

Assumption DTs facilitating experiential
knowledge acquisition

DTs changing the relative importance of
experiential knowledge

Role The explanatory variable for
knowledge acquisition

The moderating effect for the influence of
knowledge

Metaphor DTs seen as a ‘reformer’ DT seen as a ‘revolutionary’

DT as ‘Driving 
Force’ 

Market-Specific 
Knowledge 

General Knowledge 

Interna onal 
Opportunity 

Pursuit 

DT as ‘Disrup ng 
Force’ 

Fig. 1 Influence of Digital technologies (DTs) on international opportunity pursuit
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Similarly, Pergelova et al. (2019) found that DTs encourage the improvement of
international marketing intelligence that would potentially enhance export
propensity of SMEs.

In specific, information accessibility about customer’s need can be brought by
DTs (Autio 2017; Okazaki and Taylor 2013; Yamin and Sinkovics 2006). Many
digitally enabled facilities, including e-mails (Prasad et al. 2001), customer data-
bases (Yamin and Sinkovics 2006), and social networks (Alarcón-del-Amo et al.
2018), would encourage international business activities by offering valuable
information about customers for the focal firm. In an empirical test concerning
internationalization of online apps, Shaheer and Li (2020) observed that
between-country distance still has an impact on foreign expansion of these digi-
talized product providers. However, barriers resulted from distances can be lowered
by proactive online user-friendly strategies, including social sharing strategy and
virtual community strategy, which encourage the firm to acquire necessary updated
information about foreign customers.

Except for customers, experiential knowledge about collaborators and com-
petitors in target market can also be accessed as a result of DTs (Mathews et al.
2016). Gregory et al. (2007) observed from their empirical results that exporters
gain knowledge about local distribution channels by using the Internet, which
would optimize communication and distribution for these exporters. Overall, a
greater amount of information with regard to other players can encourage oppor-
tunity creation and capture in specific market by lowering perceived risks.

In particular, compared with established counterparts, we conjecture new ven-
turing firms can benefit more from DTs which help overcome liability of newness
(Gabrielsson and Gabrielsson 2011). As novices, new ventures usually deal with
the situation where other players are overwhelmingly strangers (Stinchcombe
1965). Such risks would be mitigated through the application of DTs. Glavas et al.
(2019) found owners of small firms can utilize digital platforms to collect infor-
mation about potentially available customers, supporting the notion that DTs might
be meaningful for new ventures in this sense.

Foreign market knowledge can not only be accumulated by firm-level business
network, but also be derived from entrepreneur’s social network through DTs.
Especially, social networking platform has transformed the process of information
transfer. For instance, by examining how international entrepreneurs accumulate
foreign market knowledge on LinkedIn, Sigfusson and Chetty (2013) found some
entrepreneurs directly look for reliable foreign partners who possibly provide
confidential information.

Furthermore, foreign institutional knowledge, both informal and formal one, can
also be acquired with the help of DTs. Knowledge about informal institutions, such
as customary habits in a certain market, may be explored and thus fulfilled in a
more sophisticated way with the help of DTs (Yamin and Sinkovics 2006; Prasad
et al. 2001). The application of DTs allows the reduction of the cost associated with
information search beyond the national border. In terms of formal institution,
Glavas et al. (2019) found that a more nuanced understanding of regulatory
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institutions can be encouraged by participating digital platforms, which is achieved
via multiple search engines and multimedia resources.

General knowledge
While market-specific knowledge acquisition process can be largely influenced by
the application of DTs, it is also true for the acquisition of general knowledge. In
particular, the application of DTs may potentially reshape the organizations.
Building on a cultural perspective, Mathews et al. (2016) proposed that the emerging
technology platforms force the firms to be exposed in a global context, which
encourages decision-makers to be more adaptable to and more willing to learn and
appreciate about other cultures. This leads to the firm to take a more international
identity, and force the firm to know better about how to internationalize. In a similar
vein, Autio (2017) underscored that DTs enable a more an adaptable organizational
structure for foreign operations, by enhancing the flexibility of the structure to better
orchestrate resources and try varied value propositions in foreign markets.

Contingent factor: knowledge acquisition heterogeneity
Although DTs would encourage the firm to accumulate knowledge, it should be
highlighted that not all firms can equally benefit (Alarcón-del-Amo et al. 2018;
Sigfusson and Chetty 2013; Moen et al. 2008). There are at least three reasons
leading to this heterogeneity. Firstly, the amount of knowledge can be accumulated
and can be dependent on for what purposes DTs are utilized. To illustrate this
notion, it is observed that applying DTs for information search or relationship
development can contribute to knowledge accumulation, while using DTs only for
sales activity would not bring significantly more knowledge (Moen et al. 2008).

Secondly, knowledge acquisition is also influenced by firm’s degree of com-
mitment to technologies. Some past studies support this argument (Glavas et al.
2019; Sigfusson and Chetty 2013). For instance, Alarcón-del-Amo et al. (2018)
investigated the role of social media application among export-oriented companies,
concluding that only those with high commitment of social media can obtain suf-
ficient market knowledge by communicating better with their customers. In a
similar vein, Sigfusson and Chetty (2013) indicated knowledge accumulation could
be more effective when proactive activities are taken in the cyberspace.

Thirdly, firm characteristics could also explain the source of this heterogeneity.
For example, Moen et al. (2008) argued that firm age could be a significant con-
textual factor for foreign market acquisition enabled by DTs. To maintain the extant
customer relationships, older exporters may be less motivated to use DTs as a way
to accumulate new market knowledge. This position is consistent with an organi-
zational learning argument in international entrepreneurship literature which
highlights younger organizations are in general more flexible for knowledge
acquisition than older ones (Autio et al. 2000; Sapienza et al. 2006). Furthermore,
Glavas et al. (2019) observed the internationalization stage and pattern, including
the phase of internationalization (i.e., pre, early, later) and the pace of interna-
tionalization (i.e., incremental, non-incremental), can also be influential for types of
acquired knowledge.
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3.2 DTs as ‘Disrupting Force’

Another perspective understands DTs as ‘disrupting force,’ which highlights that
functions or affordances of DTs can reshape business activities (Autio et al. 2018;
Nambisan 2017; Yoo et al. 2012). The internationalization pattern has fundamen-
tally changed (Coviello et al. 2017; Alcácer et al. 2016; Autio 2017), and the
relative significance of experiential knowledge with regard to international oppor-
tunity creation and capture is assumed altered, no matter experiential knowledge
still plays a role or not. From this perspective, by changing the way of business
activities are conducted in the international marketplace, these emerging tech-
nologies allow the pursuit of cross-border opportunities less constrained by the
amount of knowledge firms possess as suggested by traditional IP theory. Some-
times, DTs also introduce new forms of knowledge and capabilities that firms
require in order to pursue international opportunities.

Market-specific knowledge
With regard to market-specific knowledge, there are at least two reasons why it is
not equally significant for opportunity pursuit in a digitally enabled world. In the
first place, customers get involved in value creation with the help of DTs (e.g.,
Chandra and Coviello 2010; Amit and Han 2017). Chen et al. (2019) emphasized
the relative importance of knowledge for market entry is decreased from the point
view of network effects. For app developers, foreign market penetration is some-
times not purposeful since borderless user networks can help to channel to product
information to consumers in other countries. Inspired by the research, we conjecture
that international opportunity creation and capture is realized largely owing to
demand-side network effects rather than purely supply-side knowledge accumula-
tion.

In the second place, alternative governance approach is available enabled by
DTs (Coviello et al. 2017; Alcácer et al. 2016). Different from ‘prudent’ within-firm
administrative control documented in early IP theory literature (Johanson and
Vahlne 1977), the prevalence of emerging technologies allows the firm to loosely
separate each unit of the whole firm in different countries. As such, firms are able to
conduct business abroad easily by cooperating with foreign contractors instead of
controlling tangible assets. Therefore, enabled by DTs, ownership advantage is not
only associated with the proprietary rights over certain resources, but also in
connection with the ability to orchestrate resources across the globe (Alcácer et al.
2016). In an empirical investigation of international technology alliances, Lew et al.
(2016) observed that fragmentation of product modular permits alliance with the
internalization of partner’s specialized knowledge, and the relationship between
alliance partners is less susceptible to the cultural distance. It demonstrates that
comparatively loose collaboration is likely among the international technology
alliances setting. Overall, this suggests that with the help of DTs, even if not
familiar with the specific market, the firm is also likely to international
opportunities.
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General knowledge
Digitalization further revolutionizes international business by lowering the relative
significance of general knowledge to international opportunity pursuit. Foremost,
DTs enable internationalizing firms, especially exporting manufacturers, to sell their
products through cross-border electronic commerce channels or platforms by
simply clicking the mouse (Tolstoy et al. 2016). This has fundamentally changed
the original international business manner since little foreign business knowledge is
already adequate for some activities.

At the same time, some other kinds of general knowledge, however, are
becoming increasingly indispensable for opportunity pursuit in the international
marketplace. For example, Reuber and Fischer (2011) identified three types of
online resources, i.e., online reputation, online technological capabilities, and online
brand communities, can be instrumental for new venture internationalization. The
general knowledge about how to encourage the firm to accumulate these online
resources can buffer the risks of doing business abroad (Fischer and Reuber 2014),
and facilitate opportunity pursuit. In sum, whereas some part of general knowledge
highlighted by traditional IP theory would be less significant for internationaliza-
tion, successful international opportunity creation and capture requires other
additional knowledge.

4 Examples from Practice

EXHIBIT 1: Selling ambers to China with the help of WeChat (DTs as
‘driving force’)
It is undeniable that China is an attractive market for enterprises around the world.
However, it has also been widely acknowledged that doing business in China would
not be easy (Ahlstrom et al. 2000), as cultural distance is usually so pronounced and
China’s institutional development is not as fast as its economic development.
In order to accumulate sufficient knowledge to create and capture opportunities in
China, many foreign firms rely on survey reports and business networks. Mean-
while, other entrepreneurs and managers realize that DTs can also play an essential
role. For example, WeChat, as one of China’s most frequently used social net-
working platform, has attracted an increasing number of users outside China.
Released in 2011, WeChat penetrates into Chinese people’s daily life thoroughly and
has become a main channel for information exchange of works and social activities
in China. It is reported that the number of monthly active users (MAU) has reached
1112 million during the first quarter of year 2019 (Tencent 2019).

Many Chinese tourists find it quite cost-efficient to buy ambers while visiting
Poland. In line with the tradition, some Chinese ladies have a habit of wearing the
amber necklace to show the elegance. For Polish sellers, accessing to Chinese
market means a lot to their amber business. However, without sophisticated
knowledge about the market, it seems to be a challenge for Polish businessmen to
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pursue profitable opportunities in the Far East. The idea of ‘beauty’ is historically
and socially constructed, and the values are sharply different between the East
Europe and China. Moreover, as small-sized independent business, Polish sellers
have comparatively limited understanding with regard to China’s markets and
institutions.

To address these shortcomings, a group of amber sellers in Warsaw registered
their accounts on WeChat platform after observing a wealth of Chinese clients sent
pictures of ambers and sought for advice from their friends through WeChat while
visiting the store. By adding WeChat friends with Chinese buyers, these Polish
amber sellers repeatedly interact with their customers, delivering ambers through
the international express transportation. Some of them even established the WeChat
group which allows to introduce new products and simultaneously receive valuable
feedbacks from Chinese customers. Because these WeChat groups are generally
open for everyone, consumers on occasions invite their friends and relatives who
are also interested in Polish amber to the group chat. Through the use of WeChat,
amber sellers expand the market scope by accumulating knowledge about the
potential customers, which partially overcome the liability of foreignness (Zaheer
1995). Furthermore, these Polish businessmen acquire first-handed knowledge
about their customers and competitors in China, as well as significant information
regarding values and habits through informal interactions, which allows them to
design their products more popular among Chinese customers than before.

EXHIBIT 2: Internationalization at home (DTs as ‘disrupting force’)
China is one of the major exporters of world’s production. Although a growing
number of factories have been built in Africa and South Asia over the course of last
decade, many companies on the planet still expect for the long-term procurement of
a large number of commodities from China. ‘Made in China’ is perceived to be
attractive if price and quality are jointly considered. To explore reliable partners,
foreign businessmen used to come to some Chinese cities such as Yiwu3 and
Guangzhou, in order to search for necessary information about the market and the
institution. Managers and entrepreneurs in these cities are scarcely trained to speak
foreign languages, and therefore, it spends foreign businessmen a lot of efforts to
discuss and make the deal. Furthermore, institutional voids in many places of China
also discourage foreign companies from collaborating with Chinese counterparts.
As a consequence, even though a wide range of valuable opportunities could be
possibly explored in China, many foreign companies are blind to them because of
possessing insufficient knowledge about China.

In recent years, with the development of digitally enabled trading and payment
platforms, there is an alternative approach to do business with suppliers in China.
The exchange of commodities is realized through the cross-border e-commerce
platforms such as AliExpress (www.aliexpress.com) and DHgate (www.dhgate.
com). These digital platforms connect thousands of Chinese small businesses to the

3Yiwu, a county-level city situated in the center of Zhejiang Province of China, has been widely
regarded as ‘world’s largest wholesale market for daily commodities.’ Thousands of village and
township enterprises that manufacture various kinds of daily commodities are established in Yiwu.
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customers worldwide, and registration on the platform is required for both sellers
and buyers before transactions take place. The platform can be accessible for
individuals anywhere in the world only if there is an Internet connection. Geo-
graphical distance is no longer a big deal.

In DHgate, for example, the platform owner provides the Web page with a
number of language versions. Chinese suppliers are allowed to display their
products online on a Chinese-language Web page, while foreign buyers could visit
the Web site and choose what they expect to order on an English-language Web
page. Furthermore, instead of requiring adequate knowledge about Chinese sup-
pliers, foreign businessmen are able to make their decisions by browsing the
reviews and the ratings from other buyers. Online payment system endorsed by the
platform could also go against the potential opportunistic behaviors, which make
the exchange process smooth.

These functions facilitate foreign companies with very limited experiential
knowledge about China’s institutions and markets to touch the profit opportunities
in this market. It illustrates that, with little experiential knowledge, international
opportunity creation and capture is also likely when DTs are properly applied.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

5.1 Contribution

By examining how international opportunities are created and captured in a digi-
tally enabled world, the current study would have some implications for both theory
and practice. In terms of theory, we provide some nuances to understand the
intersection of digitalization and international opportunity pursuit by identifying
what roles DTs play in firm internationalization. Drawing on insights from the
research in entrepreneurship, IB, and digitalization, we develop a conceptual
framework and classify the role of DTs into two distinctive perspectives, namely
DTs as ‘driving force’ and DTs as ‘disrupting force.’ Whereas DTs as ‘driving
force’ can be interpreted as a catalyst for acquisition of market-specific knowledge
and general knowledge, DTs as ‘disrupting force’ maintain these emerging tech-
nologies alter the relative significance of experiential knowledge to international
opportunity creation and capture by both lowering the importance for some and
putting forward new requirements for the firm. While digitalization and its impact
on international opportunity pursuit has been a hot topic (Eduardsen and Ivang
2016), the current study would guide the research in this stream by structuring the
role of DTs.

In terms of practical implications, our analysis along with the introduction of the
conceptual model might offer some insights for practitioners regarding how DTs
have transformed the way that cross-border opportunities are pursued. Primarily,
practitioners can learn from this study about the way the accumulation of knowl-
edge conducive for successful opportunity pursuit is facilitated in a digitally
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enabled world. By demonstrating how firm’s stock of both market-specific
knowledge and general knowledge can be enriched by using DTs, practitioners are
provided some guides with respect to the mitigation of risks associated with
international activities.

Secondly, as highlighted by the perspective of DTs as ‘disrupting force,’ the
significance of experiential knowledge may not be as important as how traditional
IP theory predicts, because of DTs could disrupt the way how international
opportunities are pursued. Thanks to these emerging technologies, new approaches
to pursue opportunities are introduced, which allow experiential knowledge less
indispensable, but requires some additional knowledge intertwined with the trend of
digitalization. By doing this, we offer some insights for practitioners which help to
think about their design of business models.

Thirdly, our study also encourages practitioners to scrutinize how to utilize DTs
in their activities. Though firms are nowadays extensively exposed to DTs, not all
firms can equally benefit from digitalization. In practice, only a portion of firms
could successfully take advantage of these technologies and achieve a favorable
outcome. Our study emphasizes a few factors that theoretically explain the
heterogeneity of the amount of knowledge that firms can accumulate with the help
of DTs, which offers some illustrations allowing practitioners to consider how DTs
matter for their businesses.

5.2 Future Research

Though some insights are provided by this study, we should acknowledge that we
have only done initial works and several avenues can be considered for future
researches. Primarily, since we are not ambitious to cover all arguments in this
article, some very important insights in the literature may be overlooked. Fur-
thermore, as IP theory, a prevalent approach among international business research,
was the basis for developing our conceptual model, readers should be aware that IP
theory itself relies on strong assumptions of the firm and the entrepreneur. In
general, entrepreneurs are assumed to be basically risk-aversive (Welch et al. 2016),
and thus experiential knowledge becomes the cornerstone for international oppor-
tunity creation and capture. In this sense, firms largely prefer long-term profits and
organic growth. Although some entrepreneurs are quite conservative in practice,
other ones are not concern much with international business knowledge (Zahra
2005) and hope to pursue opportunities across the globe as rapidly as possible.
Thus, while our conceptual model may be useful, the heterogeneity of both the firm
and the entrepreneur is ought to be taken into considerations.

Relatedly, in line with IP theory which fundamentally claims some necessary
knowledge should be possessed for effective international activities (Welch et al.
2016; Sapienza et al. 2006), we take a more objective stance which assumes
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opportunities are ‘out there.’ However, in entrepreneurship literature, another
prevalent stance (i.e., creation perspective) denies this assumption and maintains
entrepreneurial opportunities can also be created (Alvarez and Barney 2007).
Although a thorough discussion of these two contrasting views is beyond the scope
of this study, we should admit that the topic of international opportunity pursuit in a
digitally enabled world can possibly be better understood if this creation perspec-
tive would be addressed.

A further investigation of DTs as ‘driving force’ and DTs as ‘disrupting force’ is
another area which can be explored. For instance, scholars can continue to inves-
tigate and identify other factors regarding how these emerging technologies facil-
itate knowledge accumulation and change the relative importance of experiential
knowledge. Moreover, as we discuss these two perspectives separately, some efforts
can be taken to examine whether and how some specific categories of DTs can play
both roles at the same time.

In addition, while our primary focus in this chapter is to explore how to acquire
knowledge and how knowledge matters for opportunity pursuit in a digitally
enabled world, knowledge perspective studies have also underlined the importance
of knowledge application (Alavi and Leidner 2001; Grant 1996). The ability of
knowledge application by nature varies across the firms (Wu et al. 2019), and
therefore should be considered as the boundary condition for the conceptual
framework proposed here.

5.3 Conclusion

There is no doubt that digitalization has challenged the traditional pattern of doing
business including opportunity pursuit in foreign markets. Past studies have offered
many valuable insights with regard to international opportunity creation and capture
in a digitally enabled world, but they are generally scattered and fragmented.
Drawing on entrepreneurship literature and IB literature, this study develops a
conceptual framework and adds knowledge to the literature by categorizing the role
of DTs into two perspectives, that is, DTs as ‘driving force’ and DTs as ‘disrupting
force.’ We hope this framework is instrumental and could potentially serve as a
guide for future researches.
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